Unit 2 Visiting Great Britain

AI
Content:

Easy access

Geography of The UK,
London, British towns,
British houses

Lucta è molto contenta perché la prossima settimana andrà in
Gran Bretagna per la prima volta con la sua famiglia e avro la
possibilità di incontrare Peter, il suo e-pal Prima di partire, decide

di ripassare la geografia del Regno Unito per non fare brutta
con Peter e la sua famiglia.

Link:

Geography

igura

What is England?
I Quiz. Che cosa conosci del Regno Unito? Fa' il quiz e poi verifica
le tue risposte guardando la mappa e leggendo il testo nella
pagina accanto.

1

England is
a an island.

b part of an island.

c agroup of islands.
2

People from Scotland are
a English.

b British and Scottish.
c English and Scottish.

Scotland
3

Northern Ireland is
a part of England.
b part of Great Britain.

Edinburgh

c part of the United

Kingdom.

Nortern
ireland Bekast

4

Wales is
a to the west of England.

b to the east of Engiland.
c part of England.

Dublin

5

epublic

of Ireland

a only England.

Wales

England

Cardiff

London

12

London is the capital of

b Scotland and England.
c the UK and England.

Unit 2

A1

In English there are several different names for
what Italian people often call
"Inghilterra". The
different names refer to different combinations
of the four countries Scotland,
Ireland

and Wales.
Great Britain (GB) is the

England,

big island where
England, Scotland and Wales are situated.
England is the part of Great Britain to the south

of Scotland and to the east of Wales.
The United Kingdom (UK) consists of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland. There are four
countries in the UK: Scotland,

England,

Northern Ireland and Wales. From a historical
and cultural point of view the people who live
in the UK

are

Scottish, English, Irish

or

London: the Thames, the Houses of Parliament and Big Bern

Welsh,

but they are also all officially citizens of the UK

and have

a

British

passport.

The capital of the UK is London but each

country also has its own capital. London is also
the capital of England, Edinburgh is the
capital
of Scotland, Cardiff is the capital of WNales and
Belfast is the capital of Northern Ireland.
In the British Isles there are two large islands:
Great Britain and Ireland. There are also lots of
small islands all around the coast.
Ireland is divided into Northern Ireland and the
Republic of Ireland. The Republic of Ireland is
not part of the UK. So people who come from
Northern Ireland have a British passport and
people who come from the Republic of Ireland
have an Irish passport. The capital of the
Republic of Ireland is Dublin.

Belfast

CORNER

2 A coppia fatevi le seguenti domande e rispondete.
1

Which countries are there in Great Britain?

2
3
4

What is England?
Which countries are there in the UKK?
What's the capital of the UK?

For most team sports,
in international sport
competitions like the
World Cup, England,

5 What'sthe capital of England/ Northern Ireland / Scotland / Wales?
6
7

What does the British Isles include?
How is Ireland divided?

countries and each has a
team. At home they

rarely compete against

What's the Union Jack?

each other, except in
rugby. For individual

3 Guarda la bandiera a p. 12, leggi il brano e inserisci le parole
mancanti. Poi ascolta il CD e controlla.

The national flag of the (1) .
is called the "Union Jack". It combines the flags of England,
and Ireland and symbolises the
************
(2) *****
**********

***********************

o f the United Kingdom.

union of the (3) . .

**************************

small (5).

..

sports, like athletics,
there is a national team.

....

There are many versions of the origin of the (4) .
flag. However, it probably refers to the fact that
********..

.ofthe

Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland are
considered separate

used on ships to show their

LIM

nationalities are called "jacks".
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1. Look, read and

complete

with the

2

names

of the capital cities.

Northern
Ireland

Scotland

eGHLANDS

Capital city: Belfast
Emblem: the shamrock

Capital city: Edinburgh
Emblem: the thistle

Loch

Languages: English,

Nesy Ben Macdhui

GRAMPIANMTS Ab
Aberdeen

Language: English

Scots Gaelic

Dundee

scOTLAND
lasgow

North Channel

Tweed

tondondeiry

ewcastle upon Tyne

NORTHERN

MTS.

Isleop
Man

PENNINE
CHAIN

Blackpool

IRISH

Emblem: the rose

Language: English

cUMBRIAN

IRELAND Loug
Lgagh

England
Capital city: London
York

Leeds Hul

SEA

Liverpool Manchester

Wales

Sheffield

nowdoon

Capital city: Cardiff
Emblem: the daffodil

Severn

Nottinghamhh

Birmingham

Languages: English,

er

Norwich

Northampton Cambridge

Welsh

ENGLAND

WALES

Swanses
***

Oxford

CELTIC

Southampton Brighton

SEA

The United Kingdom of Great

aie

Bristol

********** *********************

Bournemouth Portsmouth
Exeter Isle of Wight
SPlymouth

English

Channel

Britain and Northern Ireland,
the U.K., is the political name

of the country which is made up

of England, Scotland, Wales and

2. Read and

Northern Ireland. Three of these

complete the diagram.

form Great Britain: England,

England

Scotland and Wales.

The flag of the United Kingdom
is called the Union Jack.

Even though the United Kingdom

is part of the European Union,

3

the currency is not the euro but
the pound. The Head of State
is Queen Elizabeth IL

United Kingdom

(U.K.)

*******************************

Northern Ireland

nISCOVERING UK CAPITAL CITIES

LONDON

3. Read.

Iondon is the capital cIty

of

England and the U.K. and

central government in Britain.
the seat of
of England on the River
south-east
It is in the
7 mllion people live in London.

About
It is

rich in

monuments and

Thames.

places of interest.

Here are a few

Westminster

Abbey: just

to

the

west

of the Palace

Buckingham Palace: this is the Queen's official royal

cathedral where British
of Westminster, this is the

London residence.

monarchs are crowned.

The Houses of Parliament: this is the place where laws
Ben iS the clock tower of the Houses
are debated. Big

historic castle. It
The Tower of London: this is a
to the public
houses the Crown Jewels and is open
wear
Beefeaters,
called
as a museum. The warders,

of Parliament, a very tamous landmark. Actually, Big
Ben is the name of the bell inside the clock!

traditional Tudor costumes.

BELFAST

EDINBURGH

CARDIFF

Scotland is internationally known

Cardiff is a busy university city.

Belfast is the capital city

It is the capital city of Wales.

of Northern Ireland and its
economic engine; it is also an

for its music and its traditional

instrument, the bagpipes.

Edinburgh. the Scottish capital,
is famous for its old castle and
the International Festival which
takes place in August every year.
The Edinburgh Fringe Festival

is a festival of comedy. theatre,
music, dance and children's

shows. During this festival
people from all countries
and cultures come together
perform in Edinburgh.

to

4.

Pair work. In turns,

It is also known as a 'city of
parks: its extensive parkland
covers around 10% of the city's

important centre for industry
as well as for the arts and its

total area.

university.

Bute Park is Cardiff's main park.
Cardiff Castle is a major tourist
attraction in the city and is situated

Belfast was also a major port,
with commercial shipyards

in the heart of the city centre
In some areas of Wales, people

Titanic" was built here in 1912.
Parks and gardens are an integral
part of Belfast; there are more
than 40 public parks in Belfast.

speak Welsh as a first language
and road signs are in both English

and docks - the famous ship

and Welsh.

practise talking about

UK

capital cities.

1. London is..

6. The Edinburgh Fringe Festival is a festival of.

2. Big Ben refers to..

7. Cardiff is known as.

3. The London residence of the Queen iS...

8. Belfast is an important.

4.

9. In Belfast there are more than..

The university city which is the capital of Wales i...

5. The capital city of Scotland is..
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